Natural language processing (NLP) methodologies have been widely adopted for readability assessment and greatly enhanced predictive accuracy. In the present study, we study a well-established feature, the frequency of a word in common language use, and systematically explore how such a word-level feature is best used to characterize the reading levels of texts, a text-level classification problem. While traditionally such word-level features are simply averaged for all words of given text, we show that a richer representation leads to significantly better predictive models.
A basic approach adding a feature for the standard deviation already shows clear gains, and two more complex options systematically integrating more frequency information are explored: (i) encoding separate means for the words of a text according to which frequency band of the language they occur in, and (ii) encoding the mean of each cluster of words obtained by agglomerative hierarchical clustering of the words in the text based on their frequency. The former organizes frequency around general language characteristics, whereas the latter aims to lose as little information as possible about the distribution of word frequencies in a given text. To investigate the generalizability of the results, we compare cross-validation experiments within a corpus with cross-corpus experiments testing on the Common Core State Standards reference texts. We also contrast two different frequency norms and compare frequency with a measure of contextual diversity.
Introduction
Although readability research has gone through a history of more than one hundred years (DuBay, 2007) , the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology in readability research is a recent phenomenon. It has greatly improved the predictive accuracy by enabling a multi-dimensional characterization of a text's reading level (Benjamin, 2012; Collins-Thompson, 2014) . For example, showed that 46 lexical and syntactic features mostly inspired by complexity measures Second Language Acquisition research support a classification accuracy of 91.3% on WeeklyReader, a collection of texts targeting children in four age groups commonly used in such readability research (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009; .
The readability of a text is determined by the combination of all text aspects that affects the reader's understanding, reading speed, and level of interest in the text (Dale and Chall, 1949) . Recent studies explore lexical, morphological, semantic, psycholinguistic, syntactic, and cognitive features for determining the reading levels of texts (Crossley et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2014; Hancke et al., 2012; Boston et al., 2008; vor der Brück et al., 2008; Heilman et al., 2007; Feng, 2010; McNamara et al., 2014) .
Among all these elements, the semantic variable of word difficulty has traditionally been found to account for the greatest percentage of readability variance (Marks et al., 1974) . Word difficulty is often associated with word frequency given that the amount of exposure of a reader to the word is believed to be the major predictor of word knowledge (Ryder and Slater, 1988) .
In the present study, we zoom in to the question how word frequency can best be used to characterize the readability of a text. We experimented with three different methods of using frequency as a word-level feature to inform our predictions of readability at the text-level.
The Frequency Effect
Reading is a coordinated execution of a series of processes which involve word encoding, lexical access, assigning semantic roles, and relating the information contained in a sentence to earlier sentences in the same text and the reader's prior knowledge (Just and Carpenter, 1980) . Successful comprehension of texts depends on the readers' semantic and syntactic encoding abilities (Marks et al., 1974) , as well as their vocabulary knowledge in the language (Laufer and Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010; Nation, 2006) . A general consensus of reading research is that lexical coverage/vocabulary knowledge are good predictors of reading comprehension (Bernhardt and Kamil, 1995; Laufer, 1992; Nation, 2001; Nation, 2006; Qian, 1999; Qian, 2002; Ulijn and Strother, 1990) .
A reader's vocabulary knowledge is largely related to the amount of exposure they have received to words-often refered to as frequency effect. It is argued to be predictive of word difficulty (Ryder and Slater, 1988) and Leroy and Kauchak (2014) found that word frequency is strongly associated with both actual difficulty (how well people can choose the correct definition of the word) and perceived difficulty (how difficult a word looks). Highfrequency words are usually perceived and produced more quickly and more efficiently than lowfrequency ones (Balota and Chumbley, 1984; Howes and Solomon, 1951; Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994; Monsell et al., 1989; Rayner and Duffy, 1986) . Consequently, a text with many high-frequency words is generally easier to understand than one with a number of rare words. Frequency of word occurrence affects not only the ease of reading, but also its acceptability (Klare, 1968) .
The frequency effect is based on a cognitive model assuming a higher base-level of activation for frequently-used words, so they require relatively less additional activation when they are being retrieved from the reader's mental lexicon (Just and Carpenter, 1980) . This idea is supported by the findings that high-frequency words are more easily perceived (Bricker and Chapanis, 1953) and readily retrieved by the reader (Haseley, 1957) . Going beyond this basic effect, in frequency-based accounts of Second Language Acquisition (Ellis, 2012), the frequency distribution of the input is a key determinant of acquisition, with regularities emerging through the learner's exposure to the distributional characteristics of the language input.
3 Word Frequency for Readability Assessment Figure 1 illustrates how word frequency can be linked to reading comprehension. Based on a model such as this one, it is reasonable to assume that lexical frequencies can inform text-level analyses. Traditional readability formulas used measures such as number of "zero-index words" (number of words that are not included in the most frequent words in English), median of index numbers (Lively and Pressey, 1923) , average word weighted value (Patty and Painter, 1931) , or number of words from the text that are among the first 1,000 and first 2,000 most frequent words (Ojemann, 1934) for predicting reading levels. These measures were found to be highly correlated with difficulty and effective in assessing text readability.
Modern readability assessment systems such as Lexile (Lexile, 2007) , ATOS (Milone and Biemiller, 2014) , and CohMetrix (McNamara et al., 2014 ) also made wide use of word frequencies to help determine the reading level of a text, and such systems were found to be relatively effective (Nelson et al., 2012) . However, there are several issues concerning the frequency lists used, the nature of the frequency measures, and how they are used to account for text readability that deserve more attention.
The first issue is that the frequency lists adopted by these studies were mostly drawn from written corpora. Spoken language was rarely taken into consideration when frequency lists were being composed. This runs the risk of the frequency values not being a faithful representation of the reader's actual language experience, hence being suboptimal for predicting the ease of perception and retrieval. Fortunately, the SUBTLEX frequency lists (Brysbaert and New, 2009; van Heuven et al., 2014) have been compiled on the basis of spoken language data drawn from movie and TV subtitles to obtain more faithful representations of a language typical user's experience with language. The SUBTLEX frequency lists significantly better predict word processing times than earlier norms such as Kučera and Francis (1967) and Celex (Baayen et al., 1993) , or frequencies norms derived from the huge Google books corpus (cf. Brysbaert et al., 2011) .
The second issue concerns how frequency is measured. Previous research generally sums up all occurrences of a word in the corpus. Yet some words may be frequent in restricted contexts but are not frequent when considering all contexts of language use. As argued by Adelman et al. (2006) , a better method may be to count the Contextual Diversity (CD), the number of contexts in which a word occurs. They found the CD measure to be a better predictor of word frequency effects in lexical decision tasks, a method for probing into the word knowledge in the speaker's mental lexicon. However, to the best of our knowledge, CD measures have never been tested in text-level readability assessment. To address this gap, we experimented with both frequency and CD measures in constructing our readability models.
Finally, as for how to use word frequencies for building readability prediction models, previous research typically employed mean frequencies or the percentage of words from the top frequency bands to characterize text levels. Yet, this loses a lot of information about the distribution of word frequencies in the text. Averaging is easily affected by extreme values, and it loses information about the variability of the data. Furthermore, averaging over all occurrences of words in a text will minimize the contribution of low-frequency words-yet, it may be precisely these less-frequent words that are causing reading difficulties. In order to explore how word frequency can be better used for readability assessment, we test three different methods for characterizing texts in terms of lexical frequency: (i) complementing the mean frequency with the standard deviation, (ii) encoding separate means for the words of a text according to which frequency band of the language they occur in, and (iii) encoding the mean of each cluster of words obtained by agglomerative hierarchical clustering of the words in the text based on their frequency. The second method organizes the frequency measures around general language characteristics, whereas the third one aims to lose as little information as possible about the distribution of word frequencies in a given text. The goal of the series of experiments is to identify better methods for characterizing texts of different reading levels from the lexical perspective.
In sum, the reviews of the frequency effect on reading comprehension and earlier research on the use of word frequency for readability assessment support the hypothesis that a lexical frequency measure reflecting the reader's language experience can play a substantial role in models of text readability. The research reported here is devoted to testing this hypothesis in a way that addresses the three problems spelled out above: the source of the frequency list, the nature of the frequency measure used, and the method for combining word-level evidence for text-level predictions.
Experimental Setup
Before turning to the three experiments carried out, let us introduce the resources and the general procedure used. As source of the frequency and CD 1 information, we used the SUBTLEXus (Brysbaert and New, 2009 ) and the SUBTLEXuk (van Heuven et al., 2014) resources. We ran all experiments with two distinct frequency resources to be able to study the impact of the choice of resource. As corpus for exploring the approach and 10-fold cross validation testing we used the leveled text corpus WeeBit (Vajjala and Meurers, 2012). For independent crosscorpus testing, we trained on WeeBit and tested on the exemplar texts from Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards (CommonCore, 2010) . For machine learning, we used the basic k-nearest neighbor algorithm implemented in the R package class given that in our initial exploration it turned out to perform on a par or better than other commonly used algorithms such as Support Vector Machine or Decision Trees.
The SUBTLEX Lists
The SUBTLEXus (Brysbaert and New, 2009) 
The WeeBit and Common Core Corpora
The WeeBit corpus used in a number of readability and text simplification studies Vajjala and Meurers, 2013; Vajjala and Meurers, 2014) was collected from the educational magazine Weekly Reader used in earlier readability research (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009; and the BBC-Bitesize website. As summarized in Table 1 , it is a 789,926-word corpus of texts labeled with five grade reading levels.
The Common Core corpus consists of exemplar texts from Appendix B of the English Language Arts Standards of the Common Core State Standards. The corpus we use for testing in our experiments is exactly the same as the one used by Nelson et al. (2012) . They eliminated the lowest (K-1) level of the original six levels and removed repetition, dra- 
Experimental Procedure
The following basic procedure was followed for each of the experiments carried out:
1. Tokenize corpus texts with CoreNLP Tokenizer (Manning et al., 2014) , which had also been used to compose the SUBTLEX frequency lists.
2. Characterize each text using frequency features. The nature of the features differs across the three studies, for which details are given in the following sections.
3. Train classification models on the WeeBit corpus i) in a 10-fold Cross-Validation (CV) setup or ii) using the full corpus when the Common Core data was used as test. The K-nearest neighbors algorithm of the R package class was used for model construction and testing.
4. Apply the trained model to the test folds or test corpus to assess model performance.
5. Report results in terms of Spearman's correlation coefficient (ρ) to allow comparison of CV and cross-corpus results. We report both 10-fold CV performance on WeeBit and the test performance on Common Core as references for model fit and generalizability. The KNN algorithm results in different models when the parameter K is set differently. The parameter K for each model was decided automatically by testing K from one up to the square root of the number of texts used for training and choosing the value that resulted in the best performing model. In this paper, we report the performance of the best models.
The complete program for feature extraction and experiment settings with R code can be obtained from http://xiaobin.ch.
Study 1: Adding Standard Deviation
In this first study, we tried the most conservative extension: in addition to the mean frequencies of the words in a given document, we computed the standard deviation (SD). So we compared +SD models trained on two frequency features (mean and SD) with the baseline −SD models trained only on the mean frequency. As explained in the previous section, we tested this using the Zipf and CD measures from two different frequency resources, SUBTLEXus and SUBTLEXuk.
We experimented with both token and type models. For token models, we considered the SUBTLEX-frequency of each word instance in a given text. For type models, each distinct word in the document was considered only once. Table 2 sums up the results for the 10-fold CV in terms of the Spearman rank correlation ρ between model-predicted and actual reading levels of texts. 2 Table 3 shows the performance of the models trained on WeeBit and tested on Common Core. The models trained on frequency mean and SD systematically performed better than those trained 2 Here and throughout, we mark significant differences (from the null hypothesis that there is no correlation) with *** for p ≤ .001, ** for p ≤ .01, and * for p ≤ .05.
with only mean frequencies. While considering both mean and SD of word frequencies seems like an obvious choice, as far as we know no previous research made use of this option providing significantly better performance for text-level readability prediction.
The results also show that the type models uniformly outperform the token models. In order to further explore this finding, in Figure 2 High-frequency tokens usually have multiple occurrence in a given text, inflating the sum of frequency values and obscuring the influence of low frequency words on the mean. The type-based measure eliminates multiple occurrences of tokens so that words across the frequency spectrum contribute equally. The fact that the average type frequencies in Figure 2 are so clearly associated with the readability levels transparently supports the frequency effect.
Comparing the results based on frequency (Zipf) with those using Contextual Diversity (CD), different from the lexical decision tasks (Brysbaert and New, 2009) , where CD was more predictive, for text-level readability assessment, frequency performs better for readability assessment.
Finally, Table 3 also showcases that frequency lists calculated from different corpora (here: SUBTLEXus vs. SUBTLEXuk) do result in substantially different model performance. For example, the Zipf measure from the SUBTLEXus corpus resulted in the better 10-fold CV performance than that from the SUBTLEXuk corpus, with a highly significant Spearman's correlation coefficient (ρ = .42, p ≤ .001) for the type model.
Study 2: Mean Frequencies of Words from Language Frequency Bands
For the second study, frequency means 3 of words from stratified frequency lists were calculated and used as features to characterize the texts' reading levels. To stratify the frequency list, the words in the SUBTLEX lists were ordered by their frequency values. Then the list was cut into a number of frequency bands, resulting in each word being assigned a band number. Words in the same band thus occur with similar frequency in the language as represented by the corpora the SUBTLEX lists were compiled from. The words in a given text to be analyzed are matched with the words in the frequency list and grouped by the words' band numbers. The text can then be characterized by the average frequencies of the words in each band, i.e., we obtain one average per band. With both SUBTLEX lists, we experimented with up to 100 bands. As before, we used the Zipf frequency and CD measures and tested both token and type models. Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of token and types models trained with features from both the SUBTLEX lists. The performance is given in terms of 10-fold CV ρs and cross-corpus ρs tested on Common Core. Unlike the results of Study 1, the token models did not perform significantly different from the type models for 10-fold CV. However, the type models generalized better to the Common Core test set than the token models. Word type frequency thus better captures the frequency characteristics of a text. For readability assessment purposes, calculating mean type frequency of words from each frequency band creates better prediction models.
A comparison of the results with those from Study 1 shows that the models constructed using the stratification method clearly outperformed those from Study 1 using only a single mean for all words. When the Zipf measure from the US list is stratified 3 Without SD; adding SD did not improve performance.
into 60 bands, the trained model has the best performance among all the models, reaching a 10-fold CV ρ = .83, p ≤ .001 and a cross-corpus testing ρ = .39, p ≤ .001). Performance on the test set is rather volatile, though: when the list was cut into 20 bands, the resulting model failed to distinguish between text levels (ρ = −.11, p ≥ .05) for the test corpus, while the with-in corpus CV correlation coefficient was ρ = .80, p ≤ .001. The method used in this study thus needs to be fine-tuned with respect to the corpora or resources at hand to achieve the optimal results.
Study 3: Frequency Cluster Means
The idea behind the third study is the following: The richest frequency representation of a text would be a vector of the frequency of all words in the text. But this is too fine grained to be directly comparable across texts, and texts also differ in length. 4 We therefore incrementally group words together that differ minimally in terms of their frequency values. We can then compute the average frequencies of the words in each group. To realize this idea, we used agglomerative hierarchical clustering to construct a word frequency hierarchical cluster tree for each text in the training corpus. Concretely, we used the hclust() function in R with the default complete linkage method and the dist() function for calculating Euclidean distances as dissimilarity structure for hclust().
The trees were then cut at different distances from the root to obtain an increasing number of branches, with each branch representing the set of words closest in frequency. The branch means 5 were calculated for each set and used as features to construct the prediction models.
We experimented with the Zipf measure from the SUBTLEXus frequency list with up to 100 clusters and explored type and token models. The performance of the trained models are shown in Figure 5 . For most cutting schemes, the token and type models performed comparably. As the number of cluster increased, the trained models improved in performance, with the testing ρs peaking at 70 clusters for all models. The models constructed in this experiments performed significantly better than those from Study 1. Although the models from Study 2 had higher CV ρs, those from this study show a more stable crosscorpus testing performance, which is of major importance for using such a method in practice. It is striking that clustering the words in a text that are similar in word frequency is more reliable across corpora than grouping words by the language frequency bands as a general characteristic of language independent of the texts. Nelson et al. (2012) assessed the capabilities of six tools for predicting text difficulty: the commercial systems Lexile (MetaMetrics), ATOS (Renaissance Learning), DRP Analyzer (Questar Assessment, Inc.), the Pearson Reading Maturity Metric (Pearson Knowledge Technologies), SourceRater (Educational Testing Service), and the research system REAP (Carnegie Mellon University). Word frequency is a measure that is included in all these systems, though all of them incorporate additional features such as syntactic complexity. One of the evaluations reported by Nelson et al. (2012) was carried out on the freely available Common Core exemplar texts that was also used in Vajjala and Meurers (2014) and the present research, and they reported Spearman's ρ, making their results comparable to ours.
Comparison with Previous Work
The results reported for the best systems clearly highlight the value of rich feature sets, reaching .76 for SourceRater and .69 for Reading Maturity, which is also the level reached by the Vajjala and Meurers (2014) model. At the same time, the approach based solely on frequency we discussed in Study 3 with a ρ of .50 is on a par with the results noted by Nelson et al. (2012) for the Lexile system, and only slightly worse than the .53 reported for DRP.
The comparison thus clearly confirms the relevance of considering how lexical frequency information is to be integrated into readability assessment.
Conclusions
In this paper, we explored the text readability analysis from a word-level perspective, zooming in on lexical frequency. The goal of the three experiments carried out in the research was to investigate how a text-level classification problem can be informed by a word-level feature of the text, namely the frequency of words in general language use. Word frequency is related to the difficulty level of a text given that reading comprehension is partially determined by the reader's vocabulary knowledge, which in turn is related to word frequency. The frequency effect of vocabulary on the reading levels of text is in line with a basic cognitive model positing that words of higher frequencies have a higher level of activation and require less extra effort when they are being retrieved from the reader's mental lexicon. As a result, where frequency lists faithfully represent the reader's language experience, they can predict how difficult the words used in a text are to the reader and in turn inform estimates of the readability of the text.
Three methods of using word frequency lists to predict text readability were tested and confirmed that word frequency is effective in characterizing text difficulty, especially when more than just the average frequency of the words in a text is taken into account. Characterizing text readability in terms of the overall mean and standard deviation of word frequencies performed better than models just using the mean. The model based on the frequencies of the word types occurring in the text (rather than the tokens) were better throughout and generalized much better across corpora. In terms of the nature of the measure itself, the models trained with the Zipf frequency measures were found to outperform those based on measures of Contextual Diversity. The models trained with stratified frequency measures in the second study showed the best performance for the CV evaluation using a single corpus, but generalized less well to the rather different test data set based on the Common Core texts than the clustering approach explored in the third study.
With respect to applying these methods in practical readability assessment contexts, the Zipf frequency measures from the SUBTLEX frequency lists seem to be well-suited, with the overall mean frequency and SD values computed based on the word types being easy and effective. The stratification method improves performance over the simple mean and SD, but it requires fine-tuning of the number of bands. The clustering method has the best model performance and is least sensitive to the use of different frequency lists and measures, but it is also computationally the most expensive.
While the performance of the best frequency models reaches a level that is competitive with systems such as Lexile, clearly a comprehensive approach to readability assessment will integrate a broad range of features integrating more aspects of the linguistic system, language use, and human language processing. Where texts are characterized in terms of observations of smaller units, based our results for lexical frequency it will be advisable to characterize text level readability by more than simple means when aggregating the information obtained, e.g., at the lexical or sentence level.
